
A Proposal to Change the 
Name of Our Congregation

Meeting for the Members of Temple Beth Abraham

March 11, 2018 10:00 am



Agenda

• Ground Rules

• How we got here

• Proposed new name and rationale

• Q&A
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Meeting Ground Rules

• The chair will recognize speakers

• Address comments/questions to the chair

• Address the issues

• Be concise

• Refrain from making comments about others

• Let others speak before speaking a second time

• The chair will address questions

• Comments will stand on their own
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How we got here?

• Strategic Planning Committee identified branding as an important 
aspect of our congregation in 2014

• Strategic Plan was adopted by the Board in 2016
• It is the mission of Beth Abraham to be a welcoming and inclusive community 

for its members and their families; to provide a place of prayer and worship; 
to educate all ages in the spirit of Conservative Judaism; and to be a center 
for social, cultural, and educational programs that promote the values and 
spirit of Judaism

• Vision Statement:  To become the center for Jewish Living in Southern New 
Hampshire (and northern Massachusetts).  To be an inclusive organization 
rooted in and focused on Jewish traditions, worship, education, values, social 
activities and philanthropic services for the community it serves
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Brief History of Beth Abraham Congregation Names

• 1899 Beth Abraham Society was formed, took over assets of Agudas
Achim Lodge (local Jewish society)

• 1901 Beth Abraham Congregation

• 1950 at the time that many synagogues were adopting the name 
Temple, the name of the congregation was changed from Beth 
Abraham Congregation to Temple Beth Abraham 

• 1960 the Temple-Center was dedicated 
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Proposed New Name

• Approved by Board of Directors on Nov 28, 2017

• Special Meeting of the Congregation: Sunday, Mar 11, 2018 10:00 am

• Requires approval by 2/3 of the Members present and voting
• Minimum 25 members in good standing

Beth Abraham Synagogue and Jewish Center
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Why consider a name change? (1)

• Declining membership (and associated revenues)

• Each year, we move money from endowment to fund 
operational shortfalls
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Why consider a name change? (2)

• Name does not reflect all that occurs in TBA
• Religious services

• Religious events

• Hebrew School

• Programming eg
• Lifelong Learning events

• Social events

• Musical events

• And more…
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Why consider a name change? (3)

• Rebrand brings new energy, awareness, members

• Time of transition in the demographic of the Jewish population in NH.  

• This name is but one component... but a vital factor... to get us on 
track to grow and become a major factor in Jewish life in New 
Hampshire and New England.

• We must re-position Beth Abraham if we are to grow and be 
sustainable for the long term.
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Rationale behind the Proposed Name

• WHY?
• Beth Abraham: Because that is who we are

• WHY Synagogue?
• Because we are conservative, the word synagogue expresses that clearly, 

without ambiguity

• WHY Jewish Center?
• Because we are much more than just a house of prayer 

• Want and need to market to the Jewish populace in the surrounding area that 
this is where it all happens
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Frequently Asked Questions (1)

• THINK the name is too long?
• All the components of the name are necessary to capture the essence of who and 

what we are and are totally consistent with our mission statement and mandate.

• SHOULD WE JUST DO A TAG LINE THAT SAYS JEWISH CENTER?
• That would defeat the purpose of the name change. It is important to this board and 

future boards to know who we are and what our mission is. Nothing demonstrates 
that more clearly than a name.

• We don’t have a swimming pool and gym
• The association of Jewish Center to sports center relates to the mid 1900s when Jews 

were not allowed to join YMCA’s and other athletic clubs
• Does not have to have either to be a center of Jewish living in the area
• Many organizations are using Jewish Center without any athletic facilities
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Frequently Asked Questions (2)

• What will the name change cost?
• Nominal filing fee (range of $100). New stationery will be ordered only when old 

stock is used up. Unknown at this time what signage on the building will change. 
Online changes are little to no cost

• Will our philosophy, services, or USCJ membership status change? 
• Name change does not impact any of the above

• Why can’t we just do new programming without changing name? We have 
good name recognition as TBA 
• It is hoped that rebranding will increase attraction and membership.

• A few years ago, declining membership was attributed to the poor 
economy. With economy improving, do we have new members? 
• No, which is why we feel that we need to do something now.
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The Name Alone is not Enough

• Board is actively working on several other initiatives including but not 
limited to:
• A major annual off site fund raising event

• Taking a new look at the dues model 
• New models out there including Coop, voluntary with suggested per adult contribution

• Establishment of a tolerance center

• An additional high holiday service format to appeal to needs that are not met 
with our traditional service
• Family oriented, shorter, more communal singing, learning

• And more….
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Discussion



The Board of Directors proposes to change, Article I: Name

FROM:
The name of this organization (the ‘Congregation’) shall be Temple 
Beth Abraham of Nashua, New Hampshire.

TO:
The name of this organization (the ‘Congregation’) shall be “Beth 
Abraham Synagogue and Jewish Center of Nashua, New Hampshire.

• The by-laws of the congregation do not permit amendments to the article 
as proposed by the Board of Directors.

• We will use paper ballots
• YES : You approve of the change 
• NO : You do not approve of the change
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Voting


